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C:on row~r-ep, the driv~ enters an initili:ation procedere, where various 
system Farazreters such as disc speed, servo velocity, power supply 
voltage and track zero are checked. After verifying these para~eters, 
the ~icroprocessor issues a Drive Ready signal to the controller, 
indicating the drive is ready to perform read/write operations. The 
controller in this case being the AMT tester. 

Positioning of the read/write heads to various tracks is achieved by 
setting the direction line, (logic a for seek in, logic 1 for seek 
out) and clocking the -step line. After locating the desired track, 
the drive issues a seek complete signal to the controller. 

There are many conditions which must be met in order for the drive to 
properly read and write data on the disc surface. . 

The serial: Data' Bit Rate of the drive is a direct function of the disc 
speed, hence proper disc speed must be maintained in order for the 
controller to properly decode the data it receives from the drive. 
The CM6000 operates on a rate of 5 megabits per second. This corres
ponds to a spindle motor speed of 3600 RPM. 

Each time the spindle motor rotates 360 degrees, an index pulse from 
the spindle motor encoder is issued to the microprocessor. The 
~icroprocessor continuously monitors these index pulses and issues a 
correction signal labeled "motor"" when the elapsed time between index 
pulses is greater than or less than l6.8ms. This variable duty cycle 
signal is filtered via R5 on the main board and C4 on the motor control 
board and is used to control the spindle motor speed. 

wnen wrltlng data on the disc surface, proper ~rite current should be main
tained. Excessive write current may result adjacent track data being dis
turbed dee to increased flux lines generated by the readwrite heads. 
txcessive write current also increases "Bit Shift" and ~ay result in reduce, 
.. dncow r.argins. 
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Insufficent write current is troublesome fer a nu~ter of reasons. 
~~~e6~cr that in order to write new data on the eisc scrface, the 
old data ~ust first be erased. Insufficent write c~rrent ~ay result 
in new data being written over .partially erased old data. A cOJrunon 
symptom of this condition is ~andom soft errOrs during a read operation. 
Figure 1 is an example of data that was written without a sufficent 
amount of current. 

Note the peak to peak a~plitude variations and the 
al::sense of a l::l.ank horizontal line at the zero crossing point. 
Ficure 2 should clarify the reaSOn for this. Notice that the 
center of each data cit cell drops down and actually touches 
the zero crossing point. This may result in the drive sending 
a logic 0 instead of a loglc 1 and vice versa. The eMGOOO in
corporates the use of a ·Desnake·.~ircuit~ consisting of Z41. Z23 
and Z32, to help overcome this p~oclem.· However sufficient write 
current should be maintained for reliable operation. 

CROSSING 

.. 

FIG .1 DATA = Af;...._. 
---_._---------- -_.-._._------ ._------_._.------------_._- .. _--

Figures 3 and 4 are exa~ples of cata written with the correct 
amount of write current. Note in Figure 4 t.he center of each 
tit cell never comes in contact with the :ero crossing point. 
ef course different data patterns will result in different 
waveforms and may vary slightly from head to head and from 
drive to drive. 
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l.n order for the drive heacs to serve any useful function, 
tb~y ~ust first be atle to locate a track, and stay on that 
~rack for the encire 360 degrees of rotation d~rins a read or 
write opeation. Not an easy tasK when you consider thac three 
tracks are about as wide as the thickness 'of this piece of 
paper! . . . 

The eM6DOD incorporates the· use of a closed loop, servo wedge 
positioning system, as outlined in Fi9ure 5. 
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Fl:l.:re ba 1~.L\,;:'_"''''''-'' ••• - -------_ 
·Ol.:;o~t sic~las, channel A and channel-B. Ficure 6t is the 
difference si;nal of channel A and B. This signal may be observed 
at T.P. 10. Each half cycle represents one tracK On the disc 
surface, with the zero crossing of each half cycle denoting the 
center of the track. Fi9ure ~ may help the reader visualize this 
;-elationship. . - .. ..• . ... .... - ... ---_.- ._------- _ ......... _-- -
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~irst cnderstand the need for such a system~ As you know, ~aterial 
tends to expand when heated, and contract when cooled. This fact 
can cause ~any probler.s in the disc drive if it is not compensated 
for. Suspose a drive is powered up from a cold s~art condition, 
and for~atted with" data as shown in Figure Ba. Na~urally we want 
to write and read data on the center of the track, so the drive 

'heads are positioned en th~ track center, based on the zero crossing 
of the encoder output as seen from T.P. 10. 

tATA 

1- -
DrsC :,URFACE 

/ 
CR.I VE HEAD-~ 

PO$ITIONER. AR.J.4 " '. 
'. 

. --------. -- -.. _ .. .... -- 0 ___ -

Sorn~tirne later after th~ drive has war~ed up, mechancial eo~pon=nts 
such as the postioner arm expand. Since the drive heads are ~ec~anically 
connected to the postioner arm they too will move, and now the heacs 
are no longer pos.itioned· on the center of the track. Refer to F::'c;ure Sb. 
This condition cannot ce tolerated, and ~any read/write proble~s 
will occur if the drive heads are not properly centered on track. 
At this point, we ~ay now describe how the servo wedge maintains 
proper head positionin~. recardless of ter.cerature chances in the drive 
.ttsel·f. DJ..TA 

! 

. .' .. ... , .. .. .. .. . ..., .. 
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.'!'h e. s e r vo wed 9 e 0 r s e r vo cu r s t, as i tis so I:" e t. i 1:: e s ref err edt 0, i s 
written on the first two sectors of each track, on surface zero and 
surface one. In ter~s of time, this relates to the first 12a us 
of the track following the index, or start of the track. Refer 
to Figure 9. 

: R INDEX feINT ~ 

.--- .... . FIG' c . 
. -., ._;,/ _.' 

Before the drive is ·serv~· written" it-must first be temperature 
statilized. This is accomplished by allowing the drive ~o warm 

SURFACE 

up for approximately two hours prior to servo writting. This allows 
for mechanical components, such as the positioner arm mentioned 

~ earlier, to ex?and to the dimensions they will normally be at, 
after the drive is warmed up. 

Pri~r to writing the 
away =ro~ the center 
first sec~or, and in 
See Fisure 10. 

R INDEX 

servocurst, the disc heads must be positioned 
of the track. First in one direction for the 
the opposite direction for the second sector. 
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centere e.;;. .. u'::! ftU;r ...... ___ ~_ 

: ~UI'st is the track 1 However, 
in order to properly decode the servo burst, it must be written 
away from the cen~.er of ~he t.x::ack. The reason for this is as 
follows: Suppose the dlSC has been servo written and the 
drive head is centered on track as shown in Fiaure 11. As the 

·disc rotates, the head reads the first servo burst, in this ex
a:ple burst A. Immediately following Burst A, the drive head 
reads Burst B w.ritten in the opposite direction. These signals 
are sent to a servo burst decode circuit, as shown in Figure 5. 
If the drive head is centered on track, the amplitude of Burst 
A, as seen by the head, w~ll be equal to' the amplitude of Burst 
B, and the dri ve heads wili be considered "On Track·. If the 
heads are not on track, the amplitude of the two bursts will 
not be equal and the servo burst. decode' circuit will issue an 
cfftrack sense signal to the microprocesso~. The microprocessor 
in turn, issues an offset value to the D.A.C. which in turn torques 
the positioner motor until the servo burst decode circuit receives 
equal amounts of Burst A and Burst B. The microprocessor constantly 
:onitors the off track sense signal, and in doing so keeps the drive 
heads properly centered on track. 
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3 2 as 2 e • • sa • a 4 Z e a cpu c , 
~~as~:ed at T.P. 10, oenotes the center of each track. However, ln 
ac"tual rrE.c tic e thi sis seldon: the case, encoder toleranc e 
and other parar.eters affect this, such that typical values for offset 
Jnay range from 0 to 1.5 volts after the drive has t.een servo written. 
TeJr.perature changes within the· drive will also correspond to a change 
in the o:fset or correction level. 

For exar.ple, suppose a drive that has ceen servo written is powered . 
up from a cold start condition, and the offset at T.P. 10 is monitored. 
As the drive warr.s up, the offset value will decrease until the drive 
reaches its normal operating te~perature. As a general rule, this 
valve should not exceed 2 volts after the ·drive has been temperature 
stabilized. 

The followir.g flowcharts are intended to help the reader isolate a 
faulty drive to the sUCassem~ly level. At this point it may te 
helpful to re.view 'sol:le of the various functions of the A.M.T. 
tester, and how they may be used to aid in troubleshooting. 

One method for checking the servo curst is as follows: Trigger 
scope on spindle index (T.P.6) Jnonitor head output on T.P. 14 
(V/div=lV sweep time 20us. Enter function 7, mode 1 on the A.M.T. 
from track 0 to max track (614 for Snow White) size 1. The fast 
and slow tuttons may pressed for the desired dwell time between 
seeks. As the heads are positioned on each track, the servo 
burst may be observed during the first 128us ef the signal, 
this corresponds to approx •. 6.5 divisions en the scope. See Fig.l~. 

One method for checking write current is to write an"AA" elata 
pattern on 0 track and then verify the signal at T.P. 14. This 
roay be accomplished by entering function D, ~Dde 6. The A.M.T. 
will display "Data Pattern". Type AA en the keyt.oard and press 
the "enter" tutton twice. To write the data p~ttern on the disc., 
enter function 9, modeO. Function 9 is a Read/\'Jrite lIede en the 
A.M.T. that ignores the track header. Mode 0 is for writing while 
IT'oOde 1 is' for Readir.q. 
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